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About This Report
TYM ESG REPORT 2020

Report Overview
This first ESG report for us represents our renewed commitment towards quality, 
innovation and integrity. It is an invitation to our customers & stakeholders to share 
the first steps that we are taking in the pursuit of a vision that is key to the long-term 
resilience and value of our business.
We hope that the comprehensive financial and non-financial information disclosed 
in this report not only serves as proof of what we have accomplished, but also as a 
testament to the future that we envision.

Reporting Period
The reporting period is from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020. Significant 
performance occurring outside the reporting period is also included until the first 
half of 2021. In terms of key quantitative performances, the data of the past three 
years (2018-2020) are shared, while some are given more than three years of data so 
stakeholders can understand the long-term trend.

Reporting Cycle
Annual. (TYM will be publishing the ESG Reports annually, starting with this report.)

Reporting Boundaries
The boundaries of this report include domestic operations of TYM, including the TYM 
headquarters, Iksan factory, and Jincheon factory, while some data include operations 
of domestic and overseas subsidiaries. Data with different reporting boundaries are 
separately marked and explained.

Reporting Standards
This report was prepared in compliance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
standards (Core option) and refers to the principles of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (UN SDGs). The financial performance is reported on a 
consolidated basis in accordance with the Korean International Financial Reporting 
Standards (K-IFRS). Other data prepared on a separate basis are marked and 
explained separately.

Report Assurance
This report has been assured by DNV, a third-party assurance agency, to ensure 
the objectivity, accuracy, and reliability of the contents and data of the report. The 
assurance report is found in the appendix (on page 50).
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CEO Message
Dear respected stakeholders,
TYM publishes its first ESG Report as a way to respond to the constant interest and 
care you have given us for seven decades. Through this year’s report, we wish to 
share with you our fruitful history and major business performances and to suggest 
directions for mutual and sustainable growth.

2020 was a year with unprecedented uncertainties in both social and economic 
areas due to the COVID-19 crisis, which affected countless individuals and groups. 
To adapt to this situation, TYM operated through flexible work schedules and 
conducted regular disinfection of workplaces as part of our efforts to protect our 
employees and maintain business continuity. Through preemptive risk management 
and counteractions, we reached significant achievements by recording a 16% 
growth in sales and a 112% growth in operating profit in 2020. We will continue to 
give our best in increasing sales and improving profitability in all our domestic and 
overseas operations in the post-COVID-19 era.

With the COVID-19 pandemic causing increased uncertainties in the real economy, 
threats to social safety nets, and environmental changes, 2021 will be a year that 
more than ever demands active social roles and responsible actions from the 
private sector.

Going along with the changes in trends, we changed our business name to TYM in 
the same year that marked the company’s 70th anniversary and declared “Designed 
for Your World” as our new vision for the next 70 years. The new vision conveys our 
will to become a reliable power source for our customers in order to overcome 
difficulties and to create a world that they dream of. Anchored in this new vision, 
TYM promises three points to seize sustainable growth for stakeholders.

Chairman & CEO  Hiyong Kim
President & CEO  Dohoon Kim

One, we will stay focused on the future.
The agricultural industry is transitioning to a completely new paradigm with 
climate change, an aging population, and the development of new technologies. 
Autonomous driving system, unmanned systems, and more next-generation 
technologies embedded with the internet of things (IoT) and big data will serve as 
our driving forces to make us the leader of smart farming. Also, for us to contribute to 
creating a sustainable world, we will concentrate our research capacity on developing 
environment-friendly products and low-carbon power sources.

Two, we will become a company that prioritizes customer value.
TYM strives to contribute to the safety and happy lives of farmers through our 
products. To become a reliable partner of customers in solving their difficulties and 
turning challenges to opportunities, we promise to strengthen communication with 
customers and to listen carefully to their voices. We will stay sincere and dedicated to 
developing products demanded by customers and products that can save customers 
from workplace accidents.

Three, we will establish a smart organization.
We are living in a world that is changing faster than ever, and uncertainties in the 
business environment are growing as time goes by. To effectively respond to the 
fast-changing world, we plan to change our way of working to become a flexible 
and proactive organization. We will create a workplace that never stops innovating, 
and we will use employees’ creativity and willingness to learn and solve problems 
and develop a culture of communication. And through this innovation, we will 
continuously build an organization that leads to the satisfaction and growth of 
stakeholders.

TYM now strives to expand its business areas around the world. 2021 will be a 
significant year for taking the first steps of this big challenge. We ask for your 
continued support as we move toward becoming a global TYM.
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Summary
Founded in 1951, TYM engages in the business areas of agricultural machinery, 
including tractors, combine harvesters, rice transplanters, and tobacco filters. We were 
listed on the Korea Exchange in June 1973 and developed to become a specialized 
manufacturer of system units, engines, and machines of agricultural equipment by 
acquiring Kukje Machinery and their engine manufacturing technology and GMT, 
implements manufacturer.
Aiming to become a global producer of agricultural machinery, we changed our name 
from TongYang Moolsan to TYM in 2021. We are getting ready for the future through 
continued innovation together with the development of new technologies, including 
autonomous driving system.

Shareholder Structure

TYM at a Glance

Company Name TYM Co., Ltd.

Headquarters 7, Eonju-ro 133-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul,
Republic of Korea

CEO Hiyong Kim, Dohoon Kim

Year of Establishment 1951

Business Areas Manufacture and sales of agricultural machinery and
tobacco filters

Number of Employees 592

Website www.tym.world

Kukje Machinery Co., Ltd.
100%

Branson Machinery, LLC.

100%

Anhui Light Industries
International Co., Ltd.

51%

TYM-USA, Inc.
100%

KAM Holdings Co., Ltd.*
27.1%

GMT Co., Ltd.
100%

TYM ICT Co., Ltd.
60%

*  KAM Holdings is a joint venture of TYM, and PEF established 
to acquire Kukje Machinery. According to the contract, TYM 
has right to actually manage Kukje Machinery and the right to 
elect more than half of the Board of Directors, classifying Kukje 
Machinery as a subsidiary of TYM.

As of December 31, 2020

TYM
Promotional Video

https://bit.ly/3ztBQTT
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1970

1960

1980

1990

1950

History

How Our Corporate Identity has Changed through the Years

TYM has been striving for the prosperity of human lives and nature.
We started as a trading company for foreign films and publications in Korea and developed to become a global producer of agricultural machinery.

- Listed on Korea Exchange
- Established the Anyang
 Agriculture Machine Factory

- Merged with and acquired
 Geukdong Filtron

- Changed company name to Tongyang Products Co., Ltd.

- Received the presidential citation for contributing to the growth of
 domestic agriculture
- EExported the first Korean tractors to Central and South America

1960 - 1979

1980 - 2003
This logo demonstrated the company’s willingness 
to create a beautiful living space like the evergreen 
mountain and the spirit of
taking challenges for tomorrow.

1973 1979

1962

1985

1951
- Founded TongYang Moolsan Co., Ltd.

- Established the Central
 Technical Research Institute
 (CTRI)

- Became the first company to acquire
 ISO 9002 certification in the agricultural
 machinery industry

- Established Donghang
 TongYang Co., Ltd. in China

1993 1994 1995

This logo visualized the Korean initials of
TongYang (ㄷ and ㅇ) as shapes of an
eternal mountain (山) and yang (○), conveying the 
message of the company’s infinite development.
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2000

2010

2020

- Became the first agricultural
 machinery company to
 receive the $50 million Export
 Tower award

- Established Jiangsu TongYang
 Co., Ltd. in China
- Acquired ISO 9001 certification

- Acquired ISO 14001
 certification

- Established TYM-USA Inc.2004 - 2020
We changed our company name to TYM
to take our next step as a global manufacturer of 
agricultural machinery.

- Changed company name to
 TYM

- Adopted a professional
 management system
 CEO Dohoon Kim

2000 2001

2020 2021

2002 2004

- Relocated the agricultural 
 machinery factory to Iksan,
 Jeollabuk-do

- Selected as one of the
 World Class 300 companies

- Acquired Kukje Machinery
 Co., Ltd.

- Acquired GMT Co., Ltd.

2010 2014 2016 2019

History

2021 - Present
Developed a new logo with
the new company name to reflect the designs and
styles of our products.
The red symbol visualizes a tiger, and
the bold lettering conveys passion for innovation, 
leading technology, and a new future.
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Operating Profit

Key Financial Performance

2018 2019 2020

YOY

2018 2019 2020

YOY

2018 2019 2020

YOY

Category 2018 2019 2020

Current assets 360,599 394,281 406,652

Non-current assets 220,951 234,335 250,207

Total assets 581,549 628,616 656,859

Current liabilities 323,539 394,061 386,312

Non-current liabilities 153,747 87,446 99,814

Total liabilities 477,286 481,507 486,126

Equity 32,694 63,002 67,477

Retained earnings 45,310 48,973 53,277

Other equity 26,259 35,134 49,980

Total equity 104,264 147,109 170,734

Sales 589,910 617,355 713,301

Operating profit (5,442) 13,702 29,087

Net profit during the term (22,761) 5,224 6,417

Summary
Unit: KRW million

Total Assets Sales Unit: KRW million

581,549
589,910

(5,442)

628,616
617,355

13,702

656,859

713,301

29,087

+ 112.3%+ 4.5%

+ 15.5%
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TunisiaTunisiaTunisia

PortugalPortugalPortugal ItalyItalyItaly

FranceFranceFrance

NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands

DenmarkDenmarkDenmark

EstoniaEstoniaEstonia

RomaniaRomaniaRomania

PolandPolandPoland
LithuaniaLithuaniaLithuania

BulgariaBulgariaBulgaria

SlovakiaSlovakiaSlovakia
AustriaAustriaAustria

RussiaRussiaRussia

CyprusCyprusCyprus

MongoliaMongoliaMongolia

Republic of Korea - 161Republic of Korea - 161Republic of Korea - 161

Sri LankaSri LankaSri Lanka

IndonesiaIndonesiaIndonesia

AustraliaAustraliaAustralia

New ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand

TahitiTahitiTahiti

CanadaCanadaCanada

HungaryHungaryHungary

United States - 123United States - 123United States - 123

2020

2019

2018

United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom

BelgiumBelgiumBelgium
GermanyGermanyGermany

TYM has a wide range of customers with different working environments and objectives.
We provide high-quality and reliable products to achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction.

Global Network

Click for More Information about
Our Global Network

Sales by Region Unit: KRW million

319,327 310,764 82,622 588

324,873 235,627 56,853 3

280,888 234,255 74,735 32

Republic of Korea United States Others China

https://tym.world/ko/about-tym-tractors/global-network/
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The main objective of TYM is to manufacture and sell agricultural machinery,
including tractors, combine harvesters, and rice transplanters.
For the past 70 years, we have been providing products in their most complete forms with functions and values to improve customer satisfaction.
We also aim to create a broad lineup of smart agricultural machinery using new technologies,
including autonomous driving system and telematics.
To meet the increasing demand for sub-compact tractors in North America and the growing farming population,
we seek to increase sales by expanding our supply chain to the North American market.

Our Business

* This picture is a representation of TYM Presentation OS
 (proprietary digital dealer presentation tool) Each word represents the field of
 operations that TYM products are mainly utilized. 

Earth FieldEarth Field

Livestock Livestock 

OrchardOrchard

GreenhouseGreenhouse

TownTown
AirstripAirstrip

ArenaArena

Autonomous Autonomous 
TractorTractor

Green FieldGreen Field

DealershipDealership

HayfieldHayfield

WarehouseWarehouse

ForestForest

BeachBeach

LawnLawn

Earth Field

Livestock

Orchard

Greenhouse

Town
Airstrip

Arena

Autonomous 
Tractor

Green Field

Dealership

Hayfield

Warehouse

Forest

Beach

Lawn
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Small in size,
Big in results   

Sub-Compact Tractor
19 - 25PS

TYM’s sub-compact tractor features an excellent turning radius even in narrow spaces, enabling convenient farming.
This tractor enables efficient and convenient work with a compact design, useful features, and an ergonomic driver’s seat.

12

https://tym.world/ko/products/tractors/sub-compact/
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Compact Tractor
26 - 60PS

Form. Function. Value.
The TYM compact tractor with convenient manipulation features has been designed for efficient and simple operation.
It can be used with various implements for orchards and greenhouses, enabling various types of farming work.

13

https://tym.world/ko/products/tractors/compact/
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Agile & Powerful
Multiplayer

Compact UtilityTractor
40 - 69PS

TYM’s compact utility tractor ensures great maneuverability and powerful performance.
It features a large fuel tank for longer working hours and a state-of-the-art system that enables prompt and precise operation.

14

https://tym.world/ko/products/tractors/compact-utility/
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Design meets
performance

Utility Tractor
75 - 129PS

This premium tractor features a fine cabin with a high-power engine and the most advanced transmission.
The high-class suspension seat and digital hydraulic control system make difficult work easier.

15

https://tym.world/ko/products/tractors/utility/
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Enabling your next
level of productivity

Combine Harvesters
4 - 7Rows

TYM’s combine harvester gives the best work performance with excellent durability and features optimized for wet fields.
It includes the powerful force and convenient features that lead to high productivity.

16

https://tym.world/ko/products/combine-harvesters/
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Rice Transplanters
6 - 8Rows

Empowering
your future
The TYM rice transplanter, with its stylish design, spacious working area, and advanced information and communication technology (ICT), guarantees highly precise rice transplanting.
It also features a high-performance engine and a cutting-edge control system for fast and excellent performance, providing the best productivity.

17

https://tym.world/ko/products/transplanters/
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TYM ESG Vision
TYM’s ESG vision of an “Innovative Legacy for the Next Generation” conveys the 
message of preparing for the future and pursuing the company’s sustainable growth 
by responding innovatively to new ESG factors.
Responding to climate change and developing sustainable products are some of 
the challenges many companies face around the world. Sustainable growth cannot 
be achieved solely by one company; rather, it is a collective effort with suppliers 
to ensure mutual growth. In this regard, TYM has set three key strategies and goals 
to fulfill its ESG vision—developing more sustainable products, achieving net-zero 
carbon by 2040, and managing the supply chain efficiently. We will get closer to our 
vision and thus achieve sustainable growth by internalizing the ESG management 
system, which includes 26 ESG tasks and a road map, an ESG governance system, an 
ESG performance management system, and participation in global initiatives.

Innovative Legacy
for the Next Generation

TYM
ESG Vision

ESG Management
and Response

Participate in information 
disclosures, response to 
external assessments,
and compliance with 

international conventions

Form an ESG
performance management 

system

Establish an ESG
governance system

Three Key
Strategies and 
Goals for ESG

Achieve 80% of partners
with “Excellent” ESG grades by 2024

Supply Chain Management

Achieve net-zero
carbon by 2040

Carbon Neutrality

Achieve 30% of
sustainable products by 2024

Sustainable Products
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Importance to Business

2020 Materiality Assessment

Materiality Assessment Process
TYM conducted a materiality assessment to select material topics for the reporting 
year 2020. The materiality assessment was conducted in three steps: forming a pool 
of issues, assessing materiality, and selecting material issues.

2020 Materiality Matrix for TYM’s Sustainability Management

From January 1, 2020, to March 8, 2021, we formed a pool of 26 issues 
through media research related to the company, the key issues of global 
benchmarking peer groups, the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB), the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), and domestic and international 
ESG trends.

STEP 01  ·  Forming a Pool of Issues

We assessed the materiality of the items selected in the issue pool and 
considered their impact on the company’s activities, stakeholders, society, 
economy, and the environment. We considered business matters such 
as profit, cost, reputation and risk management, and compliance as well 
as stakeholders, including customers, business partners, government, 
shareholders, employees, and local communities. The impact of the value 
chain, including society, economy, and environment, was also another point 
that we examined.

STEP 02  ·  Assessing Materiality

Based on the materiality matrix, we reviewed our internal and external 
processes and selected the material issues of 2020.

STEP 03  ·  Selecting Material Issues

02

16

15

17
22

01

07

11

03

06

19

13

08

12

20

10

Materiality Assessment Process for Sustainable Management

01  Strategies to respond to climate 
change

02  Air pollution management
03  Energy management
04  Circular economy
05  Eco-friendly products
06  Waste management
07  Hazardous (chemical) substance 

management
08  Water management
09  Talent development and 

improvement of employees’ quality 
of life

10  Labor practices and human rights
11  Health and safety at work
12  Environmental, health, and safety 

management of partners
13  Labor practices of partners
14  Mutual growth with partners
15  Diversity and inclusion
16  Business ethics and compliance
17  Corporate governance
18  Product safety and quality
19  Customer health and safety
20  Responsible procurement
21  Contribution to community 

development and corporate 
citizenship practices

22  Privacy protection, data security, and 
freedom of expression

23  Responsible use of technologies
24  Transparency and disclosure of 

information
25  Cooperation of stakeholders
26  Customer relations management

Opportunity Risk

05

24

25

18

14

26

09

21

04

23
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Key ESG Issues

Key ESG Issues

Response to
Climate Change

01

Eco-friendly and
Sustainable Products

05

Health and Safety
at Work

11

Contribution to Community
Development and Corporate

Citizenship Practices
21

Management 
Strategies

-  Shift to eco-friendly zinc plating
- Switch from fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP)
 to long fiber injection (LFI) technology
-  Develop parts using sustainable materials
-  Develop eco-friendly tractors
 · Electric utility task vehicles (UTVs),
  electric tractors

-  Establish a health and safety 
management system, and ensure risk 
management

- Increase diverse activities in the
 management of health and safety
-  Develop safety education and training

-  Key CSR activities for local communities
 ·  Donation of tractors to young farmers 

coming from cities
 ·  Mask donation to vulnerable groups in 

farming regions
 ·  Relief supplies for flood victims, etc.

Key Stakeholders
Customers, local communities, and
shareholders

Customers, local communities, and
shareholders

Employees, partners, and
shareholders

Risk &
Opportunity

Responding to climate change is a signifi-
cant task that requires global efforts for the 
sustainable development of society. The in-
ternational community has been pursuing 
a worldwide response to climate change 
through commitments to conventions (e.g., 
the Paris Agreement) and declarations on 
the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions, carbon neutrality, and more. As a re-
sponsible member of society, TYM also takes 
part in identifying climate risks and respond-
ing to them accordingly.

Consumer interest in eco-friendly products 
has become higher than ever with increas-
ing global regulations on the environment 
and raised awareness of “greensumers” (a 
word coined from “green” and “consumer”). 
Given the opportunity, TYM is developing 
and producing eco-friendly and sustainable 
products.

Health and safety issues in workplaces are 
directly connected to the health and safety 
of employees. The reinforcement of laws, in-
cluding the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act, also shows society’s concern about 
health and safety issues. In this regard, it 
has become more crucial for companies to 
manage risks related to health and safety at 
work.

TYM believes that the private sector, as a 
member of society, must consider its com-
munity’s welfare, and only those companies 
that engage in corporate social responsibil-
ity (CSR) activities can achieve sustainable 
growth.

Business Ethics and
Compliance

16

-  Business Ethics of TYM
-  Whistleblowing system

Employees, partners, and
shareholders

Local communities

Business Ethics has become a core business 
philosophy for a company’s sustainability 
under the fast-changing social and econom-
ic paradigm, and its importance is increas-
ing every day.

-  Commitment to environmental 
management based on ISO 14001

-  Reduction of energy consumption and 
expansion of the use of renewable energy

-  Efficient use of resources
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Global Initiatives

Activities Associated with the UN SDGs
The SDGs are the greatest goals of the United Nations and international society, newly established to target from 2016 to 2030.
They call for action on the 5 Ps (people, planet, prosperity, peace, and partnership) to measure progress toward sustainable development.
To contribute to the SDGs, TYM’s business directions are anchored in the key targets of the SDGs, and we engage in sustainable activities to fulfill them.

Sustainable
Agriculture

TYM strives to increase productivity by providing agricultural machinery of high quality and 
firm durability at a reasonable price compared to those of our competitors. We look for ways 
to contribute to society by supporting young farmers who will lead the future of agriculture 
and by investing in the development of smart agricultural machinery using with cutting-edge 
technologies, such as autonomous driving system.

Good Health
and Well-being

TYM makes efforts to minimize the impact of not only hazardous chemicals but also air and water 
pollutants on the health and safety of our employees and the environment.
We provide health checkups and group insurance for employees and conduct safety management, 
safety training, and drills related to chemical emergencies to ensure employee health.

Gender
Equality

Every individual dream of a gender discrimination-free society that guarantees fair opportunities 
and rights based on individual competencies, and this is a principal factor of social development 
and sustainable economic growth.
TYM stipulates matters on gender equality in its human rights policy, internal regulations, and 
recruitment rules and secured gender diversity in its Board of Directors. We strive to provide 
female employees with fair opportunities and rights in a society with no discrimination.

Clean Water
and Sanitation

TYM observes a stricter wastewater discharge standard than the legal requirements, aimed at 
reducing water pollutants and efficiently managing water resources.

Quality
Education

TYM provides engineering programs based on agricultural ICT that apply the latest trends of the 
agricultural market. We also offer scholarships to middle school and high school students from 
low-income families in Iksan city to contribute to the education of the socially disadvantaged.

Justice and
Anti-corruption

Fair conduct of duties and anti-corruption are the core business ethics principles of TYM and are 
stipulated in the company’s Code of Ethics. We also conduct regular ethics education to ensure 
compliance of employees. Through these initiatives, we guarantee transparent decision-making 
in all relationships with stakeholders and pursue sustainable development.

Decent
Work

Companies are responsible for creating decent jobs and protecting workers’ rights to support 
sustainable growth. TYM spares no effort to achieve sustainable growth through innovation and 
cutting-edge technologies, thus contributing to local communities by creating quality jobs.

Reduced
Inequalities

Responsible
Consumption

TYM supports the concept of a circular economy through responsible consumption. We develop 
sustainable products by using eco-friendly methods, engaging in energy-saving activities through 
our dedicated task force, and expanding the use of renewable energy.

Climate
Action

TYM is making efforts to identify the risk factors of climate change and to establish a risk- man-
agement system accordingly. We acquired ISO 14001 certification for environmental manage-
ment and selected net-zero carbon by 2040 as our core task for sustainability management.

Clean
Energy

To address global climate change, TYM engages in reducing energy consumption and expanding 
the use of renewable energy, such as by installing solar panels.

TYM provides employees with fair opportunities and does not discriminate against them for any 
reason, including gender, race, nationality, religion, age, or political orientation. Our human rights 
policy, internal regulations, and recruitment rules also stipulate matters regarding inequalities. 
We aim to create a discrimination-free society through our educational programs, which raise 
employees’ awareness of persons with disabilities.
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Stakeholder Engagement
TYM works with various stakeholders to listen to their opinions, and we make sure to reflect them throughout the company’s activities.
We define our stakeholders as our employees, customers, partners, shareholders, creditors, and local communities. We listen to different opinions from each stakeholder group through a variety of communication channels.

Our Stakeholders and Communication Channels

- Domestic: 592 persons
- Overseas: 44 persons

- Domestic: 229 companies
- Overseas: 20 companies

- Local governments, etc.

-  Establishment of win-win labor-management 
relations

-  Improvement of workplace safety
-  Improvement of job satisfaction and welfare
-  Handling of grievances related to work

-  Technical support
-  Customer health and safety management
-  Strengthened mutual growth

-  Organizational and individual 
investors

- Disclosure of management information
- Increase of investors’ benefits

- Practice of CSR

Category Details Key Issues Individual Communication Channels Common Communication Channels

Customer
(agencies, consumers)

Partners

Local Community

Employee

Shareholder and 
Creditor

- Domestic: 149 agencies
- Overseas: 140 agencies
- Final consumer

-  Improvement of customer satisfaction and 
complaint handling

- Quality control
-  Development of eco-friendly and sustainable 

products

- Workshop for agencies
- Online consultation channel
- Customer centers
- Customer satisfaction survey

- Labor-Management Committee
- Grievance handling system

- Meetings with partners
-  Participation in the TYM Health and 

Safety Committee

- Corporate disclosures
- General shareholders’ meeting
- Regular investor relations
- Briefing sessions for investors

-  Social contribution activities
 ·  Donation of tractors, provision of relief 

supplies, support for flood victims, etc.

Domestic TYM website

www.tym.world

Overseas TYM website

www.tym.world

https://www.facebook.com/tymtractors.kr/
https://www.facebook.com/TYMTractors
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Environmental Management System
TYM strives to become an eco-friendly company with an environmental management 
system that actively participates in environment conservation and complies with 
environmental laws and regulations, including the Framework Act on Environmental 
Policy, the Clean Air Conservation Act, and the Wastes Control Act. In this regard, we 
operate a management system anchored in the in-house ISO standards and possess 
environmental impact assessment and operational controls and procedures based on 
ISO 14001. To ensure effective operation of our environmental management system, 
we set a companywide environmental goal and assigned departments and managers 
for each environmental matter, including energy and recycling.
In addition, we conduct internal audits and request a third party for assurance to 
inspect the operational status of the environmental management system and to verify 
its validity. No environmental pollution incidents or violations of environmental laws 
and regulations were found in 2020.

Furthermore, to engage in environmental management, we conduct regular training 
on ISO 14001 to raise environmental awareness among hands-on worker and to 
reinforce environment conservation activities. We also encourage our employees 
to take the training courses for environmental engineers offered by the Korea 
Environmental Preservation Association.
Going forward, we plan to form a dedicated organization for environmental 
management and to increase the workforce, thus contributing to a more advanced 
environmental management system.

*  The ISO 14001 certification which we acquired in 2002 is being practiced until the present.

Business Site Verification Agency Valid Period

TYM Iksan Factory DNV February 2020 – February 2023
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Response to Climate Change
Climate change is a factor that threatens people’s health and the food system and 
could result in a socioeconomic crisis. For the sustainable development of humanity, 
the international community must work hand in hand to address climate change. 
Global actions are promoted by declaring the reduction of GHG emissions and 
advocating for carbon neutrality. TYM, as a responsible member of society, tries to 
identify climate-related risk factors. We are actively doing our part by reducing energy 
consumption, increasing the use of renewable energy, and setting standards that are 
stricter than the legal requirements for managing air pollutants.
We continuously take measures to support climate action through relentless manage-
ment and monitoring of carbon emissions reduction and installation of air pollution 
control facilities.
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Energy Management
TYM continues to support responsible energy management by reducing energy 
consumption and maximizing energy efficiency. To make energy reduction a best 
practice in the company, we formed a task force for energy conservation. The team 
reminds employees to turn off the lights during non-operating hours and to set 
the air conditioner at a reasonable temperature and about other specific energy-
related matters. The team also checks and inspects all energy-saving activities 
twice a month. We replaced all fluorescent lights with LED lights, which increased 
illumination and reduced energy consumption.
We are installing solar panels in parking lots and other appropriate locations 
to encourage the use of renewable energy at our business sites. We also aim to 
gradually convert our Iksan factory and other key business sites to eco-friendly and 
low-energy production facilities. Through our business contract with SenSolution, 
an eco-friendly architecture company, we adopt low-energy, low-carbon design 
for facility renovation and construction projects. Through this initiative, we look 
forward to building an optimized design solution that will help us identify energy 
losses at each manufacturing process through real-time monitoring.

Air Pollution Management
TYM applies standards for air pollutant emissions that are stricter than the legal 
requirements. We assigned a team to be in charge of measuring pollution levels of 
the control facilities in reference to surveillance and measurement procedures. The 
measurements are recorded separately. When the figures exceed the company’s 
standards, the team takes appropriate measures according to the correction and 
preventive procedures and holds process analysis to revise the process if necessary. 
As part of our efforts to stop air pollution, we replaced our regular two-boiler gas 
burners with low nitrogen oxide (NOx) burners in December 2020 to meet the 
emissions standards of the Clean Air Conservation Act. In June 2021, we installed an 
emission-measuring tool in pollution control facilities to measure and control the NOx 
level. We plan to replace the smoke tubes of boilers in October. We expect to complete 
the replacement of active carbons used in the electrodeposition coating lines and 
finish vehicle touch-up facilities by December 2021.

(*1) Direct emissions: Liquified natural gas and liquified petroleum gas consumption
(*2) Indirect emissions: Electric energy consumption

Category 2018 2019 2020

Scope 1 (*1) 1,669 1,389 1,573

Scope 2 (*2) 5,943 5,629 5,920

Total 7,612 7,018 7,493

GHG Emissions by Business Site
Unit: tCO2e

2018 2019 2020

Scope 1 Scope 2

1,669

5,943

7,612

1,389

5,629

7,018

1,573

5,920

7,493

Signed a Business Contract with
SenSolution for Phased Transition to Eco-friendly
and Low-energy Production Facilities

Response to Climate Change
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Eco-friendly and Sustainable Products

Development of Parts Using Sustainable Materials
As regulations of products that are harmful to the environment are gradually 
strengthened in the U.S. and Europe, more and more consumers are turning to eco-
friendly products. To keep up with the global trend, TYM launched a proactive plan to 
use eco-friendly materials for the development of partsits products by collaborating 
with the Korea Institute of Industrial Technology, Chungnam National University, and 
Korea Agricultural Machinery Industry Cooperative. The shift from low-cost PVC or 
nylon fibers to highly functional biomass materials is expected to create a pleasant 
environment for consumers.result in a lower environmental impact than that of 
materials previously used.

Shift to Eco-friendly Zinc Plating
Hexavalent chromium compounds used in conventional zinc plating have recently been 
categorized as carcinogenic by the World Health Organization. Similarly, the European 
Union has been gradually tightening its regulations on the use of such substances.
In 2019, TYM became the first Korean agricultural equipment manufacturer to 
proactively respond to global eco-friendly trends by changing zinc galvanizing 
specifications from traditional trivalent zinc plating to hexavalent zinc plating for all 
items. The change in materials led to increased costs and more challenging processes. 
Nevertheless, TYM made this critical decision since hexavalent chromium compounds 
are highly toxic substances that can not only harm the health of workers, but also lead 
to water and air pollution. With this shift, TYM is now able to provide a pleasant work 
environment that protects workers and partners from cancer and other health risks as 
well as operate an eco-friendly business with reduced water and air pollution.

Switch to LFI Technology
TYM has recently launched a plan to replace its existing FRP process used for molding 
tractor parts, such as the fender, roof and hood, and switch to applying paint-free LFI 
technology. Switching from FRP to LFI prevents the generation of glass fibers, which 
is categorized as a Group 1 carcinogen, as well as increases the design flexibility while 
strengthening durability. Compared to FRP, LFI requires initial facility investment and 
a process of development and verification. However, this contributes to the reduction 
of costs, carbon dioxide and wastewater, and further protects workers against harmful 
chemical substances. TYM is currently implementing the final mass production 
stage for components manufactured by applying LFI technology, and will extend its 
application in stages starting into the second half of 2021.

(*1) FRP : Fiber Reinforced Plastics
(*2) LFI : Long Fiber Injection

Switch to aint-free LFI Technology

Shift to Eco-friendly Zinc Plating

Electric tractors

The private sector is making greater efforts to produce eco-friendly and sustainable 
products in accordance with strict international environmental regulations and 
to help raise the public’s awareness of the circular economy model. To support 
this initiative, TYM has recently replaced hexavalent zinc plating with trivalent zinc 
plating.
Moreover, TYM plans to replace its existing FRP(*1) process, which uses conventional 
paint, and to switch to applying LFI(*2) technology, which involves spraying mixtures of 
long fiber and thermosetting resin on face sheets. Similarly, TYM is actively reviewing 
its plans to use eco-friendly materials for part of its product manufacturing process. 
One of TYM’s long-term goals is to manufacture battery-powered electric tractors with 
a  charging infrastructure. TYM is planning to create a sustainable portfolio of products 
created through social value analyses of stakeholders’ demands. TYM also plans to 
gradually create more sustainable products by acquiring relevant technologies and 
managing sales objectives for sustainable products.
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Development of Eco-friendly Tractors
The Central Technical Research Institute (CTRI) of TYM engages in various research and 
development activities for securing leading technologies related to the development 
of eco-friendly tractors. By partnering with the Korea Electric Power Corporation, we 
took part in developing electric transmissions, main platforms, batteries for electric 
motors and inverters, and electrical wiring of controllers and eventually launched 
electric UTVs and tractors. CTRI conducts field testing on Jeju-do Island and plans to 
mass-produce the products after making some improvements.
We also signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with KT Corporation to 
develop autonomous driving system, which is currently in progress. We aim to supply 
a Level 2 (automated steering) autonomous driving system to rice transplanters by 
2022 and to tractors by 2023.
Our auto power-shift technology minimizes fuel consumption through optimal 
shifting and applies the system control to vehicle transmissions. This initiative 
contributes to GHG reduction, as the technology improves the energy efficiency of 
agricultural machinery. We plan to apply the technology to TS130 utility tractors that 
currently are being mass-produced and gradually to expand it to more models.

Signing MoU with KT Corporation

An autonomous driving tractor

Developed
Autonomous Driving
Agricultural Machinery and
Electric Tractors

Eco-friendly and Sustainable Products
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Circular Economy
TYM is doing its best to minimize environmental impact during the manufacturing 
process. We monitor the waste disposal channels and the amounts we dispose of 
and set standards that are stricter than the legal requirements for water pollution 
control. We also carry out diverse activities such as installing recycling bins to 
educate employees and to raise their awareness of waste segregation and recycling.

Waste Management
TYM’s business plan for 2021 targets waste reduction of 5% more than that of 
the previous year. Our waste storage ensures efficient segregation and treatment 
of waste generated by the manufacturing process. We have our waste managers 
monitor the treatment and sorting of waste to prevent mixing and generating 
excessive waste. We keep a monthly record of the system’s waste stored and 
the amount disposed of, and we monitor designated waste— such as paint and 
lubricant—and general waste—such as synthetic resin, wood, dust, and activated 
carbon. We pay attention to the processes that result in waste production. We 
also have designated agencies for handling waste disposal. We monitor their final 
processing of waste and regularly inspect their environment according to our 
checklist.

We recommendedrecommend our partners to deliver goods using standardized 
pallets, and they are required to mark packaging materials and containers for 
recovery. Through our intention to reduce the use of plastic wraps and to minimize 
the disposal of synthetic resin and wood waste, we have reduced designated 
waste by a significant amount since 2018.

Category 2018 2019 2020

Designated Waste 146 106 93

Domestic waste 725 683 726

Waste Disposal
Unit: tons

2019 2020

93

726

106

683

725

146

Designated Waste Domestic waste

Reduction of the Amount of 
Designated Waste for Three years

2018
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Water Management
TYM takes active measures and sets standards stricter than the legal requirement 
to control wastewater generated by the use of water and industrial water. “We use 
a chemical purification process on wastewater before we discharge it." We also 
measure the pollution level of water once a week and analyze the results.

We constantly inspect our wastewater discharge facilities for our painting lines and 
regularly train our employees on our wastewater treatment method. Our business 
sites use municipal water, and water meters check the amount used. With strict 
water management, the amount of water discharged has been continuously 
decreasing for the past five years.

Category 2018 2019 2020

WUI(*1) 150 131 126

In-house Eco-friendly Activities
TYM developed a brand kit that includes tumblers and reusable shopping bags to 
discourage the use of disposable items, such as paper cups and paper bags, on our 
premises.
To reduce environmental pollution, we also use a catalog application installed 
on tablet PCs instead of paper catalogs to present to our customers. Our catalog 
application recommends the best product with the most appropriate specifications 
for each customer, considering the purpose of use, working environment, and 
geographical features of the working site. It also displays not only the front design of 
products but also the bottom, enhancing customer convenience more than paper 
catalogs can.

Wastewater Discharge Standards
Water Use Intensity (WUI)

Unit: tons/KRW 1 billion

(*1) Water use intensity = Water used / Total manufacturing cost during the period

* The Jincheon factory is not included in this data, as it does not discharge any industrial wastewater.
 The data above are the management standards of industrial wastewater at the Iksan factory.

Legal
Requirements

Legal
Requirements

Legal
Requirements

Legal
Requirements

pH Zn

Fe Mn

TYM
Standards

TYM
Standards

TYM
Standards

TYM
Standards

5.8~8.6pH

10ppm or less

5ppm or less

10ppm or less

6.2~8.2pH

6ppm or less

3ppm or less

6ppm or less

2018 2019 2020

126

150

131

Reduced by 
16%

Switched to a Catalog Application
from Paper Catalogs

Decreased the Amount of
Water Discharged for Five Years

Circular Economy
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Health and Safety at Work
Occupational health and safety directly affect the welfare of our employees; therefore, 
TYM strives to improve health and safety at work in every way possible. We manage 
health and safety risks through our relevant policy and management system and 
conduct regular and additional employee education and training on safety. We 
recorded zero occupational accidents in 2020 through continuous safety education 
and training, safety inspections, and risk assessments. We aim to achieve the same 
success rate in 2021.

Health and Safety Policy
TYM strives to create accident-free work sites by prioritizing the health and safety of 
employees and fulfilling our social responsibility by complying with relevant laws and 
regulations. Our top priority is to improve matters related to health and safety and 
to increase the levels of health, safety, and welfare of all employees, including our 
partners’ employees.

Health and Safety Management System and Risk Management
TYM established an emergency control tower to respond to sudden and possible 
accidents and natural disasters according to the company’s manual. As follow-up 
management, we investigate the cause of any incident and find measures to prevent 
recurrences. To be prepared for emergency situations, we formed an emergency 
response body and created emergency scenarios, an emergency directory, emergency 
evacuation procedures, and instructions.
Through the Occupational Health and Safety Committee under the CEO, TYM delib-
erates and makes resolutions on agendas related to the health and safety of business 
sites and occupational accidents. The committee, which meets regularly every three 
months, is formed of at least nine workers and nine employers, and has designated 
health and safety managers in accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Act. 
Also under the CEO’s direct control, the health and safety management body take full 
responsibility for occupational safety, and it has a health and safety chief who develops 
strategies for occupational accidents and reports to the top managers.

Safety

Health and Safety Organization

Health and Safety Governance Structure

As of May 31, 2021
CEO

Health and Safety Chief

Machinery Production Division Head

Supervisor

Department manager level or higher (appointed)

Site Supervisor

Assistant manager, chief, team supervisor (appointed)

Worker

Health and Safety Management Team Manager

Management team leader

Full-time Safety Manager

Safety Manager

Occupational Health and Safety Committee

Health Manager

Nurse

CEO

TYM Occupational Health and Safety Committee and Health and Safety Management Body

Health and Safety Management Body

- Directly under the CEO
- In charge of occupational safety
-  Occupational accident prevention plans established and 

reported to the CEO by the health and safety chief 

Occupational Health and Safety Committee

- Consists of at least nine workers and nine employers 
- Meets regularly every three months
-  Deliberates and resolves issues related to health, safety,
 and occupational accidents

0% Occupational Accident Rate in 2020
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Safety
Health and Safety Management Activities
TYM prioritizes the health and safety of all employees and workers. We have people 
in charge who inspect sites and create daily safety checklists. They periodically report 
risk assessment results and activities for improvement.
To prevent accidents caused by workers’ negligence or equipment defects and to 
avoid a decline in quality, we evaluate the risk levels of reported near misses. We 
establish measures to ensure non-recurrence of near misses and to prevent similar 
cases. Our supervisors advise field workers about these measures and post them in 
visible areas on work sites.
In 2019, we began to look into processes that could affect the musculoskeletal 
systems of our employees. An investigation will be conducted at least every three 
years to minimize severe accidents and to prevent musculoskeletal disorders at work. 
After the investigation, we create a report and identify ways to improve workers’ labor 
conditions.
To take care of the health of all workers, we have full-time occupational health 
nurses who keep and manage workers’ health records on a daily basis. Risks of 
cardiovascular diseases are also examined once every two years, and they are then 
taken care of according to the risk level. We also have a physical therapy room that 
runs health programs for preventing musculoskeletal disorders. In the factories, we 
provide safety gear, including earmuffs and industrial masks; operate gyms; and offer 
discounts on use of sports facilities.
As part of our efforts to minimize risks of severe accidents in workplaces, TYM 
conducts annual risk assessments to identify hazards and risk factors at work sites. 
We engage in continuous activities to reduce such risks, which are then revised by the 
Ministry of Employment and Labor. By assessing and managing the identified hazards 
and risk factors in work processes, we prevent loss of human capital and property as 
well as other possible incidents and find the most appropriate ways to prevent such 
risks in each of our work processes. We aim to enhance safety awareness that actually 
helps our workers.

Safety Education and Training
TYM conducts safety education and training to enhance employees’ safety awareness 
and to reduce safety hazards. Because of the programs, we have recorded no 
accidents at our work sites for the past three years.
On a weekly basis, we create safety guidelines that include the requirements of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, and we distribute them to the field offices, 
where they then are used as educational materials on-site. A daily log of education 
about health and safety is also kept separately. We also hold regular activities and 
campaigns for improving workers’ health and promoting the company’s health and 
safety-related activities, which are promoted through banners, posters, and other 
notification methods at work sites.
We hold joint fire training with the Iksan Fire Station to train employees on how to 
put out fires at an early stage and how to prevent large fires. Employees are also 
trained on how to respond to hazardous chemical leaks and spills to prevent leakage 
accidents.

ISO 45001 Certification
TYM strives to build a world-class health and safety system through ISO 45001 
certification. We will be receiving a consultation service for establishment of the 
system until December 2021. We aim to acquire the certification by March 2022.
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Customer Health and Safety
One of TYM’s objectives is to reach the highest level of customer satisfaction through 
innovative product designs. Our top priority is to please our customers beyond their 
expectations. To make this happen, we are making efforts to develop cutting-edge 
technologies and leading designs that result in the best products. We also do our best 
to ensure customers’ safe use of our products.

Product Safety
The primary users of agricultural machinery are usually elderly farmers who are more 
prone to accidents such as falling or being caught in machines due to negligence. To 
avoid these accidents, TYM offers its utmost support for the safe use of products.
Upon product delivery, we conduct tutorials on safety, quality assurance, how to 
use the machine, and how to inspect it regularly. We invest in ensuring the safe and 
proper use of our products by their end-users.
We also recommend the safe use of products by including operation and maintenance 
manuals with our products. In particular, the operation manual includes a separate 
chapter that lists precautions that must be taken when operating the machines and 
visualizes possible accidents. We also use our official YouTube channel to share the 
key features of each product, useful operating tips, and some precautions.
The TYM website offers a maintenance schedule template that guides maintenance 
items, periods, and methods for longer and safe use of products. We also tour farming 

regions in the busiest seasons (spring and fall) to offer maintenance services for 
tractors, combine harvesters, and rice transplanters; to assist in minimizing machine 
breakdowns during the season; and to increase customer convenience.
Basic safety features are embedded in our products from the design stage. They are 
designed to activate only when an operator sits in the driver’s seat, and tractor engines 
start only when the implements connected to the tractor is turned off. Warning signs 
and safety stickers are placed on the driver’s seat and the rear of the machines to 
remind customers of safety.

Result of the Agricultural Machinery Repair Tour During Farming Seasons

Category 2017 2018 2019

Regions visited for the repair tour 65 cities and gun (county) 49 cities and gun 125 cities and gun

Number of volunteers and vehicles used 16 volunteers/eight vehicles 16 volunteers/eight vehicles 16 volunteers/eight vehicles

Date March 6 – 31, 2017 August 20 – September 14, 2018 August 12 – September 6, 2019

Inspected machines 152 146 248

Repaired machines 447 409 274

Number of parts used 1,263 1,211 485

Cost of parts used KRW 64.1 million KRW 43.8 million KRW 20.3 million

A video on the key features and
instructions of the TYM product

* Repair service in 2020 was provided upon request due to the COVID-19 crisis.

TYM YouTube channel

Safety
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Customer

Expert Engineers
TYM’s Expert Engineers is a program that selects the most excellent engineers by 
evaluating not only their professionalism and use of advanced technology but also 
their service-minded attitude and behavior. Through this program, we promote site 
innovations and continuous quality improvement.

Operation of a Department Dedicated to
Consumers and a Communication Channel 
TYM has a Service Team dedicated to consumer service and a customer center as a 
communication channel for consumers. When the customer center receives a com-
plaint, it sends the complaint to the nearest office, where it is handled based on 
internal procedures and service guidelines. We also have before-service and field 
monitoring systems to take actions to preempt anticipated complaints.

Quality Management
As stated in our Code of Ethics, TYM is committed to providing the world’s best, 
highest- quality products and services and meeting customer needs and expectations.

Our Quality Control System and Education for Enhancing Product Quality
The quality standards of TYM are specified in the inspection procedures. Therefore, 
we aim to meet the diverse needs and expectations of our customers by consistently 
creating products of the best quality. Our quality inspection has four parts: 
warehousing inspection, process inspection, product inspection, and shipment 
inspection.
Our quality control system ensures that only verified parts make it to the production 
line by using a warehousing inspection of parts and conducting an inspection of all 
products during each process and a final quality inspection before they are released.
Furthermore, we convene regular meetings participated in by staff from all relevant 
departments—including quality, service, development, production, and technology—
to discuss ways to guarantee better quality.

Internal Audit of Quality and Environment
TYM conducts internal quality and environmental audits every year to focus on 
the improvement of processes related to quality and the environment in our 
headquarters, the Iksan factory, CTRI, and eight domestic offices.
In 2020, we identified 61 items for improvement and took appropriate actions.

Customer Satisfaction Survey
The Product Strategy Division of TYM periodically conducts customer satisfaction 
surveys for market research. The surveys are conducted separately by agency, office, 
and customer to ensure accuracy.
The survey includes questions about the overall product satisfaction, such as qual-
ity and design, as well as the preference level of each tractor feature and room for 
improvement. The outcomes of the survey are shared company-wide and reflected 
in our manufacturing and sales marketing.

Technology contest for TYM service engineers

Adopted Expert Engineers
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Employee

Labor-Management Culture
TYM guarantees workers’ labor rights, including the freedom of association and 
the right to collective bargaining. Every worker has the right to freely join the labor 
union according to the collective bargaining agreement and the right to engage in 
association activities according to appropriate procedures. Our labor union is 45.5% 
technical employees.

Operation of Labor-Management Committee
TYM holds a regular Labor-Management Committee meeting attended by 
management and labor representatives. The committee, which consists of an equal 
number of management and labor representatives, convenes regularly every three 
months to discuss matters of labor conditions such as wage and employee benefits 
as well as employee grievances. Additional meetings are held on demand. In 2020, 
we held four quarterly committee meetings, and the major agendas included 
measures for labor-management agreement for the company’s growth through 
management updates; employee benefits, including the work environment; and 
occupational safety. Apart from the regular Labor-Management Committee, we have 
three more labor-management committees for each working position—including 
managers, machinists, and filter technicians—to enable adequate discussions by 
operation. Through the operation of committees, we strive for future-oriented and 
win-win labor-management relations.

Grievance Handling
TYM operates an online reporting system (cyber petition) through the website, 
where employees can report various difficulties and stressful situations at work or in 
their daily lives.
Reported cases are handled directly by the head and managers of the Audit Team 
to protect the rights of informants and victims. The team investigates the facts and 
makes sure that the results are transparently and properly handled.
Furthermore, a Grievance Handling Committee is formed of three members of the 
Labor-Management Committee, who handle grievance cases regarding gender 
discrimination, sexual harassment in the workplace, parental leave, and more. 
The employee concerned is informed of the result within 10 days of receipt of the 
complaint.

Respect for Human Rights
TYM complies with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights and respects the human rights of all 
stakeholders, including employees, partners, and consumers, in its overall business 
activities. We established our Code of Ethics as the basic principle for human respect, 
with the aim of respecting each employee as a subject with free will and building all 
as corporate citizens with a proper moral philosophy.

Our Human Rights Policy

Human Rights Education
TYM annually conducts education on the prevention of sexual harassment in the 
workplace and enhances awareness regarding persons with disabilities, which are 
courses mandated by law. The programs target all employees, including contract 
employees.

Personnel
TYM recruits personnel according to the prohibition of discrimination un-
der the Labor Standards Act and complies with the internal regulations 
on recruitment and personnel to prevent unreasonable discrimination 
due to race, gender, or religion for matters related to recruitment, wages, 
and promotion.

Working Hours
TYM complies with the legal working hours as stated in the Labor Stan-
dards Act.

Prohibition of Child Labor
TYM does not hire children and adolescents under the age of 15.

Minimum Wage
TYM remunerates above the minimum wage in accordance with the Mini-
mum Wage Act and other relevant laws and regulations.
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- Sales management
- Bond management
- Agency management
- Cost management

- Basic operations and functions
- Basic inspection and management
- Detailed features
- Work demonstration

-  Training on utilizing maintenance skills for 
autonomous driving rice transplanters

-  Maintenance skills (tractors, combine 
harvesters, etc.)

- Simplified education on TS130 utility tractors

Leadership Training
TYM conducts regular leadership training for employees in positions from associate 
to department head to assist them in performing their roles and displaying their 
competencies.

2021 Plans for Competency Building and
Education and Training Expenses
TYM invested about KRW 135 million in 2020 in enhancing employee competencies. 
For 2021, we plan to implement full-fledged education for developing talents. We 
will offer 18 in-house training courses and seven consortium educational programs 
to 1,000 and 560 employees, respectively.

Competency Building for Key Hands-on staff

This program for assistant managers and department managers covers 
topics on teamwork, communication, and work efficiency to enhance the 
creativity and competencies of key hands-on staff.

Competency Building for Team Leaders

This program is targeted at department heads to assist them in creating 
innovation through the best teamwork and creative responses to chang-
es. It is conducted under the themes of organizational management, staff 
training, leadership, and more.

Core Strategy Training

This program for associate-level employees emphasizes the proper atti-
tude for attending to duties and finds ways to enhance work efficiency. 
It is carried out under the themes of self-development, passion, stress, 
challenge, and more.

Talent Development
TYM strives to develop experts who creatively respond to changes and lead 
innovation. Our job competency-building programs help employees improve their 
creativity and skills. Our other programs include personal skill building, such as 
leadership training.

Competency Building by Job
TYM offers competency-building programs for each job position. The programs 
include not only maintenance skills for engineers but also sales management 
education for sales managers and Step education on TYM agricultural machinery to 
enhance the overall understanding of agricultural machinery.

In particular, we developed a training course for TYM engineers on utilizing 
maintenance skills for autonomous driving rice transplanters after studying the 
technological trends of the industry and employee demand for education. The 
course, which took place in 2021, was recognized with a grand prize for the new 
technology category at the contest for best practices for the occupational training 
of employers (hosted by the Gwangju Human Resources Development Service 
of Korea). The training course comprises the understanding, inspection, and 
maintenance of autonomous driving agricultural machinery based on farming ICT in 
line with “digitalized farming.” Through the development of diverse training courses, 
we aim to develop our engineers’ service competency for new and advanced 
equipment.

Maintenance Skills
TYM engineers

STEP
All employees

Sales Management
Sales managers

Competency Building by Job

Employee
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Employee

Organizational Culture
TYM has various programs aimed at creating a desirable work environment where 
employees can focus and improve their attention span at work.

Work and Life Balance
Pursuant to the Labor Standards Act, TYM does not exceed the maximum working 
hours of 52 hours per week, and accordingly, we implemented various programs to 
ensure work-life balance.

Flexible Work Schedules

Employees can freely report to work from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. and be on 
duty for eight hours a day; they have the freedom to adjust their work 
hours to fit their lifestyles.

Club Activities

Expectant Mothers

We actively support employees’ club activities to help relieve work stress 
and strengthen communication among employees, thus promoting their 
work-life balance.

Expectant mothers are given a workday shortened by two hours so that 
they can take care of their health and prepare for the arrival of the baby.

Welfare Benefits
We offer various welfare benefits to enhance employees’ quality of life in a satisfying 
work environment.

Employee Health

We have full-time occupational health nurses in our factories to prevent 
and be prepared for any kind of accident. We also provide health check-
ups and group insurance for employees to guarantee their health and 
safety.
The factories are also equipped with fitness centers, and we offer dis-
counts on membership fees for the fitness centers.

Childbirth and Child-rearing

Our employees have the benefit of maternity/paternity leave of 90 days 
for expectant mothers and 10 days for expectant fathers. We also give 
financial support for employees’ children, contributing to the enhance-
ment of quality of life of employees.

Housing and Rental Assistance

Other Benefits

We provide housing and rental assistance for employees coming from 
other regions. Homebuyers can also apply for a loan to further improve 
their quality of life.

We have cafeterias and libraries and offer long-service awards and dis-
counts for vacation accommodations to create a pleasant workplace.
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Selection and Management of
Partners

Signing Contracts for Mutual Growth with
Conglomerates and Small and

Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)

Operation of
Partners

Installation and Management of an
Internal Deliberation Committee for Subcontractors

Registration and evaluation of new businesses according to the ISO 
procedures of TYM, regular evaluation of existing partners, guidance 

and development of partners, follow-up management, etc.

Securing trade transparency and safety by sharing crucial 
information with partners and fulfilling practical and mutual 

development

Enhancing transparency and fairness in selecting and operating 
with partners to establish a fair-trade order

Installation and management of an internal deliberation 
committee to prevent unfair trade and to secure fairness in 

transactions

Supply Chain

Supply Chain Management
TYM strictly complies with the company’s four guidelines on fair trade to keep a just relationship with all trading partners. Based on these guidelines, we employ fair-trade 
regulations to prevent potential risks due to unfair competition in the market. Externally, we create a fair-trade culture by supporting and promoting free and transparent 
competition in the market.

Partner Selecting Process

Classification 2018 2019 2020

Total number of
partners 256 237 229

Number of purchases 
from all partners

195,364 164,611 179,038

Unit: companies, KRW million

The cost of engines, transmissions, casting, and sheet metal, which are the major 
materials for manufacturing tractors, make up more than half of TYM’s purchases. In 
addition, we purchase from our partners semi-manufactured and stockpiled goods 
such as subassemblies, painting supplies, and consumable tools.
As of 2020, there are 229 partners and the top 20 companies with the largest 
purchases make up 80% of our total purchases. We consider the following criteria 
when selecting partners: quality, unit price, delivery period, the evaluation score 
of partners, and management competency. The items on quality, unit price, and 
delivery period are converted to scores that we use as indicators in selecting the most 
appropriate partners. As part of our plans for managing partners, we will add items on 
ESG management to the evaluation criteria.

Four Guidelines on Fair Trade

2018 2019 2020

229

179,038

237

164,611

195,364

256

Total number of partners Purchase amount from all partners

Four Guidelines 
on Fair Trade

Sound Growth with Trade Partners
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How We Manage Our Partners
TYM opens Q-Academy twice a year for its partners. Q-Academy is a program that 
introduces the quality policy of TYM to the partners’ quality managers and offers 
educational sessions to prevent quality issues. We also hold preliminary inspections 
through the program. However, as we were restricted in holding the Q-Academy 
due to the COVID-19 situation in 2020, we plan to convert the program to video call 
sessions. We also conduct regular quality inspections thrice a year to help maintain 
partners’ quality levels, develop quality control capabilities, and raise awareness of 
quality.
Partners that do not meet the appropriate quality level are required to submit a 
report on their shortcomings and to produce a revised sample after correcting 
their processes. We also conduct frequent quality inspections and guide partners 
in quality management. We encourage their quality enhancement through 
evaluations. For process management and work standardization of partners, we 
conduct the creation, guidance, and inspection of work standards twice a year (for 
the first and second halves of the year). In 2020, we provided technological guidance 
for eight partners.

Partner Assistance
TYM provides small and medium-sized partners with fund management assistance 
through loans secured by accounts receivable. This system facilitates loans to 
partners using accounts receivables as collateral at a low interest rate, thus enabling 
the early collection of delivery payments.

Health and Safety Committee
TYM operates our monthly Health and Safety Committee with partners to discuss 
important health and safety issues. This committee holds investigations and brings 
up measures to prevent recurrence of any kind of accident. The major agendas 
focus on accident prevention plans, health and safety education, and employee 
health management. TYM provides partners with risk assessment assistance in 
relation to health and safety and aims to enhance their health and safety through 
technological guidance and monitoring. We also discuss countermeasures for 
potential threats and a broad range of other matters.
The Health and Safety Committee met each month in 2020. We improved on and 
deliberated activities for improving health and safety, such as continued prevention 
of the spread of COVID-19, installation of low NOx burners for boilers, and regular 
inspections of industrial boilers.

Supply Chain Risk Management Plan
TYM conducts evaluation on 30 SMEs and middle-market enterprises among its 
partners to ensure their efficient management. The major items for evaluation 
include outsourced parts, delivery period, designs and documents, processes, and 
mold management. Starting in 2021, we have added items of ESG management, 
including employment regulations and matters related to the Labor Standards Act, 
the environment, and social responsibility.
Also, for ESG risk management of partners, there will be a mandatory submission 
of an ESG pledge when we sign a contract with a new partner. Existing partners will 
be asked for the pledge upon contract renewal or contract revision. Partners with 
outstanding ESG practices will be certified as an “Excellent TYM Partner” and will be 
given the privilege of cash payments. Other businesses that are incapable of making 
improvements on their own will be coached with our ESG management know-how to 
assist their development. 

Supply Chain
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Local Community

Contribution to Community Development and
Corporate Citizenship Practices
TYM believes that helping improve the lives of all members of society is the role 
of corporations and that only corporations that engage in social contribution can 
achieve sustainable growth. In this regard, we have been promoting continuous 
CSR activities with the active participation of employees. In particular, we 
endeavor to fulfill our CSR based on activities that help farmers, who are our 
main customers.
We plan to determine the core CSR areas and specific targets by area to perform 
structured CSR activities. We will also create a CSR performance indicator to 
measure and assess the input resources and performances of our CSR activities.

Our Key CSR Activities
Donation of Tractors to Young Farmers Coming from Cities 
Agriculture serves as the backbone of society and guarantees the survival of 
humanity. Supporting young farmers who will lead the future of agriculture is a 
company’s responsibility for creating a better world. To help young farmers who 
are in financial difficulty, TYM selected 11 farmers after assessing them across 
seven categories, including their age, possession of farmland, marital status, 
number of years living on the farm, gender, farm type, and farming crops, and we 
donated tractors to them.

Mask Donation to Vulnerable Groups in Farming Regions
Due to the short supply of face masks caused by the prolonged COVID-19 
pandemic, TYM donated 20,000 medical masks to senior citizens and vulnerable 
groups in farming regions.

11

20,000

Young Farmers Supported with Tractors

Medical Masks Donated to Vulnerable 
Groups in Farming Regions

Donation of tractors
to young farmers

Mask donation to
vulnerable groups in farming regions
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Provision of Relief Supplies for Flood Victims in Namwon-si, Jeollabuk-do
Heavy rainfall and the collapse of the embankment of the Seomjingang River 
(Geumji-myeon, Namwon-si, Jeollabukdo) in August 2020 resulted in a huge 
number of victims. To help the residents, TYM provided relief supplies and repaired 
submerged agricultural machinery for free for 300 flood victims. We also helped 
with the recovery of affected farmlands and greenhouses using our tractors and 
removed debris from farmlands and residential areas by attaching loaders to the 
front of the tractors.

Donation of Multipurpose Trucks for Boosting Local Economies in 
Sokcho-si and Yangyang-gun in Gangwon-do
To help boost the economy of Sokcho-si and Yangyang-gun, which have been 
going through financial difficulties because of the decreased number of tourists 
due to the COVID-19 crisis, TYM donated four multipurpose trucks to these regions, 
including Sokcho Beach and Yangyang Dongho Beach.
Multipurpose trucks can be driven efficiently on sand, making them perfect for 
transporting goods, making waterways, and flattening sand. These trucks are 
expected to assist in enhancing the lives of the residents.

Raising Funds for the Socially Disadvantaged
TYM employees voluntarily engage in raising funds for the socially disadvantaged. 
They donate a part of their wages, and the funds are regularly donated to the 
Korean Foundation for Support of the Senior Citizen in Need. In 2020, our 
employees and the company each raised KRW 15 million, totaling KRW 30 million, 
which was donated to middle school and high school students from low-income 
families in Iksan-si.

300 Flood Victims Provided with Relief Supplies and
Free Repair of Submerged Agricultural Machinery

30KRW million
of Funds Raised through Employees’ 
Wage Donations

Relief supplies for flood victims
in Namwon-si, Jeollabuk-do

Donation of multipurpose trucks
to Sokcho-si and Yangyang-gun in Gangwon-do

Local Community

* Employees and the company each donated KRW 15 million 
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Business Ethics and Compliance

Our Business Ethics
Business ethics has become a core business philosophy for any company’s 
sustainability, especially in these fast-changing social and economic times, and its 
importance increases day by day. TYM’s Code of Ethics is the core value of business 
ethics that guides the company. It has been created based on transparent and fair 
decision-making in relations with all stakeholders, including customers, employees, 
partners, societies, and nations. To instill the culture of business ethics in employees, 
we posted our Code of Ethics on our website and have our employees sign a pledge 
once a year. Our job training program for new recruits also includes programs on the 
Code of Ethics and ethical behavior.
We will provide our employees with regular education on compliance through an 
external agency and will announce the schedules. We will also launch campaigns and 
other programs to focus on raising employees’ awareness of ethics.

Whistleblowing System
The TYM website has an online reporting system that receives all sorts of complaints 
about violations of the Code of Ethics. These violations can also be reported directly to 
the Audit Team by phone or mail. The company guarantees whistleblower protection 
by stipulating in the whistleblowing policy the punishment of anyone who discloses 
information on whistleblowers and the prohibition of punishment or disadvantages 
for whistleblowers. We received a total of two cases through the whistleblowing 
system in 2020. The Audit Team conducted investigations based on the reports and 
made appropriate corrections.

TYM Code of Ethics
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Major
Agendas

Shareholder Structure
TYM is a listed company in which the largest shareholders and special affiliated 
persons hold 35.4% of shares, minority shareholders hold 50.8%, and other 
shareholders hold 13.8% (as of December 31, 2020). The total number of common 
shares is 134,954,490, and the market capitalization is KRW 212.55 billion.

Our Objectives
TYM is doing its best to achieve fair governance that will lead the company’s sustain-
able development. Our bottom-up approach to decision-making enables flexible 
decisions in response to changes. We strive to lead TYM’s rightful decision-making 
by electing directors with vast experience in different management areas, establish-
ing and operating committees under the Board of Directors that will contribute to 
enhancing corporate value based on expertise and independence, and conducting 
activities to promote board diversity.

Necessity of Establishing Sound Governance
Corporate governance exists to protect the rights and interests not only of sharehold-
ers but also of all stakeholders related to the company. To support sustainable growth 
of all stakeholders—including shareholders, investors, creditors, customers, employ-
ees, partners, and local communities—every company is required to establish sound 
governance based on professionalism, independence, and diversity. Based on recent 
research, fair governance positively impacts all ethical and qualitative factors, finan-
cial performance, and corporate value.

Enhancement of Shareholder Value
TYM bought back its own shares in 2020 as part of enhancing its share value and 
stipulated the adoption of interim dividends and the electronic voting system at the 
2020 general shareholders’ meeting to engage more in returning to shareholders 
and protecting minority shareholders. In 2021, we plan to regularize IR activities and 
to open various types of briefing sessions after we announce them in our quarterly 
meetings and post them on our website.

Corporate Governance

Key Performances and Status of Corporate Governance

Our Shareholder Structure

Largest Shareholders

25,415,260shares
19%

Others

18,616,301shares
14%

Minority
Shareholders

68,506,222shares
51%

Major Agendas and Details

2021

Key Performances

2020

Enhancement of Shareholder Value
Adoption of an electronic voting system and interim 
dividends

Installation of Committees
Launch of the ESG Committee, Audit Committee, Outside Director 
Nomination Committee, and Human Resources Committee 

Securing Gender Diversity of the Board of Directors
Increase in the proportion of female inside/outside directors

Active communication
with shareholders through

IR activities

Launch of the
Investor Relations (IR) Department

As of December 31, 2020

22,416,707shares
16%

Special Affiliated
Persons
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Name

Type

Gender

Back-
ground

Position

Term

Business Ethics and Compliance

The Board of Directors and its Committees
Composition of the Board of Directors
The TYM Board of Directors consists of three to eight directors. Our Articles of 
Incorporation stipulate those outside directors should take up at least a quarter of the 
total number of directors. As of June 2021, there are four inside directors and three 
outside directors on the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors makes resolutions 
on the crucial execution matters of the company such as management, investment, 
financing, and business planning, and the board supervises the managers. For 
governance transparency and safety, we appoint outside directors with expertise in 
diverse areas.
Based on our belief that a culture of inclusion is a key value for enhancing a 
company’s flexibility, crisis management, and sustainable growth, we are committed 
to securing professionalism and diversity in the Board of Directors.
In 2021, we appointed three outside directors with expertise in different areas; two 
of them are female. This was part of our efforts to secure both professionalism and 
diversity in the Board of Directors.

TYM Board of Directors
As of June 30, 2021

March 29, 2019 –
March 28, 2022

Former)
Vice President of Byucksan 
Group

Former)
Vice President of the Korea 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry

Former)
Vice President of the 
Korea Business Council for 
Sustainable Development 
and the Federation of Korean 
Industries

October 30, 2020 –
October 29, 2023

Former)
CEO of Acrogaia Associates

Former)
Managing Director at 
Nomura Securities

March 28, 2020 –
March 27, 2023

Former)
PR Director of TYM

October 30, 2020 –
October 29, 2023

Former)
Materials Purchase Division 
Head of TYM

Former)
Overseas Marketing Team 
Leader of TYM

March 29, 2021 –
March 28, 2024

Current) 
Quality Management 
Director at Woori Accounting 
Corporation

Current) 
Member of the Ethics 
Investigation and Review 
Committee of the Korean 
Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants

Current) 
Member of the National 
Litigation and Appeal 
Deliberation Committee of 
the Supreme Prosecutors’ 
Office (Korea)

Former) 
Audit Division Director at 
Samjong KPMG

March 29, 2021 –
March 28, 2024

Current)
Finance Director at Diageo 
Korea

Former)
Marketing Finance Manager 
at LG Telecom

Former)
Internal Auditor at Philippine 
Airlines

CEO
Hiyong Kim

CEO
Dohoon Kim

Director
Sowon Kim

Director
Sik Kim

Director
Sangsoo Kim

Director
Kyunghee Nam

Director
Youngeun Son

Full time Full time Full time Full time Part time Part time Part time

Male Male Female Male Male Female Female

Committee Chair, CEO CEO Management Support 
Division Head

Product Strategy
Division Head

March 29, 2021 –
March 28, 2024

Current)
Partner Attorney at Lee & Ko

Current)
Adjunct Professor at Ewha 
Law School

Former)
Prosecutor at the Seoul 
Eastern District Prosecutors’ 
Office

Former)
Prosecutor at the Seoul 
Central District Prosecutors’ 
Office

Inside Directors Outside Directors

43%Female directors make up                         of
all inside and outside directors 

Corporate Governance
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Committees of the Board of Directors
As of June 30, 2021

Status of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors held a total of 23 meetings in 2020, with a total of 28 agendas 
and resolutions, including the acquisition of treasury shares and the establishment of 
TYM ICT. Resolutions are made with more than half of the directors in attendance and 
the consent of more than half the attending directors. Each director is given one vote.
Directors can cast their votes through wired or wireless communication methods. 
Minutes of the meetings include the agendas and results, opposing directors and 
reasons for opposition, and the signatures of all attending directors, and the minutes 
are recorded.

Remuneration of Management
The wages of directors are within the remuneration limit approved during the general 
shareholders’ meeting. The approved amount includes the wages of inside and 
outside directors. The remuneration limit set during the 2020 general shareholders’ 
meeting was KRW 1.5 billion. A total of KRW 1.18 billion was paid to the directors.
Outside directors are paid according to our internal rules to ensure independence. 
There are no separate bonuses paid in relation to their performance.
In accordance with our Articles of Incorporation, stock options may be granted to 
employees within 15% of the total number of issued shares with the approval of a 
special resolution at the general shareholders’ meeting.

Committees within the Board of Directors
TYM delegates professional authority to committees of the Board of Directors pursuant to its Articles of Incorporation. We launched new committees in 2021 to further enhance 
the expertise and efficiency of the Board of Directors.
Installation of an audit committee is not mandatory according to the Commercial Act; nevertheless, we voluntarily installed an Audit Committee as well as an Outside Director 
Nomination Committee composed of 100% outside directors to ensure the committees’ independence. In 2021, we launched an ESG Committee composed of one outside 
director and three inside directors to timely identify the core ESG issues and to apply them in our strategies for sustainable management.

Audit the duties and
management of directors

Audit
Committee

Nominate
outside directors

in an objective manner

Outside Director
Nomination Committee

Execute management matters 
delegated

by the Board of Directors

Management
Committee

Evaluate employees’
performance

in an objective manner

Human Resources
Committee

Improve the status of the 
environment,

employees, customers, and 
shareholder values

as well as governance

ESG
Committee

Board of Directors

Corporate Governance
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Risk Management
Each year, TYM conducts risk pooling by identifying the internal and external issues 
of the company by business area and provides an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats to prevent the identified risks and to perform follow-up 
management.

Financial Risk Management
The Finance and Accounting Department handles matters related to financial 
risk management in accordance with the policies approved by the Management 
Committee. The department cooperates with related departments of consolidated 
companies to identify, assess, and avoid financial risks.
The Management Committee, on the other hand, revises and approves the overall 
written policies on risk management and other specific areas, such as exchange risks, 
interest rate risks, credit risks, use of derivatives and non-derivatives, and investments 
that exceed liquidity.

Non-financial Risk Management
Apart from financial risks, TYM also endeavors to respond to fast-changing internal 
and external changes and to achieve sustainable growth through diverse activities. We 
assess environmental risks, including market environment and laws and regulations; 
business risks, such as competitors, customers, and technological changes; and 
non-financial risks. Non-financial risks are risks that include internal workforce, 
infrastructure, and operational risks.
In 2021, we launched the ESG Committee and the ESG Strategy Team under the CEO’s 
direct control as part of our objectives to timely assess risks related to the company’s 
sustainability and to strengthen actions and the driving force of conducting related 
tasks.

Non-financial Risk Management Governance Structure
As of June 30, 2021

CEO

Domestic Machinery
Sales Division

Management Support 
Division

Product Strategy
Division

Filter Business
Division

Research
Institute

Overseas Machinery
Sales Division

Machinery
Manufacturing Division

ESG Committee
Committee under the Board of 
Directors (One inside director,
three outside directors)

ESG Strategy Team

Corporate Governance
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Social Performance

Employment Status Employment/Turnover and Dismissal/Retirement

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

Total Employment

Total number of employees Persons 716 666 592

Employment type — Permanent Persons 685 645 570

Employment type — Non-permanent Persons 31 21 22

Gender - Male Persons 586 544 490

Gender - Female Persons 130 122 102

Female talents - Ratio of female employees (*1) % 18 18 17

Age — Under 30 Persons 81 66 78

Age — 30 to 49 Persons 357 327 284

Age — 50 or above Persons 278 273 230

Special Employment and Minorities

Persons with disabilities Persons 13 14 11

Patriots and veterans Persons 13 10 8

Foreign nationals Persons - - 1

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

New Hires

Total number of new hires Persons 145 41 82

Gender — Male Persons 105 30 68

Gender — Female Persons 40 11 14

Age — Under 30 Persons 59 16 39

Age — 30 to 49 Persons 78 23 37

Age — 50 or above Persons 8 2 6

Employee Turnover

Total number of employees who left Persons 111 66 150

Gender — Male Persons 80 48 113

Gender — Female Persons 31 18 37

Age — Under 30 Persons 36 16 17

Age — 30 to 49 Persons 62 38 65

Age — 50 or above Persons 13 12 68

Dismissal and Retirement

Number of dismissed employees Persons - - -

Number of retirees Persons 1 1 -

(*1) The ratio of female employees to the total number of employees

* Data subjects: TYM headquarters and two domestic factories (Iksan, Jincheon)
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Maternity/paternity and Childcare Leaves

Shared Growth with Partners

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

Maternity/paternity and Childcare Leaves

Number of employees who took maternity/
paternity leave Persons 13 18 8

Maternity leave — Female Persons 3 3 1

Paternity leave — Male Persons 10 15 7

Rate of return after childbirth % 100 100 100

Number of employees who took child care leave Persons 1 - 3

Childcare leave — Female Persons 1 - 1

Childcare leave — Male Persons - - 2

Rate of return after use of child care leave Persons 100 - 100

Rate of leaving the company in less than
12 months after returning from childcare leave Persons - - 33

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

Number of Partners

Total number of partners Companies 256 237 229

Number of critical partners Companies 256 237 229

Amount of Purchased

Purchase amount from all partners KRW million 195,634 164,611 179,038

Purchase amount from critical partners KRW million 195,634 164,611 179,038

Others

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

Union Membership

Number of employees eligible to join the union Persons 640 587 529

Number of employees who have joined the union Persons 198 184 171

Percentage of employees joining the union % 31 31 32

Education on Human Rights

Education on sexual harassment Hours 3 3 3

Occupational Accidents

Number of occupational accident victims Persons - - -

Occupational accident rate % - - -

Social Contribution Expenses by Type

Cash donation KRW million 377 327 161

Material donation converted to cash (*1) KRW million 3 9 242

Political donation KRW million - - -

Customer Privacy and Data Leakage

Number of data leakages (infringements) Cases - - -

Number of personally identifiable information 
leaks Cases - - -

(*1) Equivalents of projects, partnerships, donations of products/services, etc.

Social Performance
* Data subjects: TYM headquarters and two domestic factories (Iksan, Jincheon)
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Environmental Performance

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

GHG Emissions

Total GHG emissions tCO²e 7,612 7,018 7,493

Energy intensity (*1)
tCO²e/

KRW 1 billion 18 19 19

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions (*2) tCO²e 1,669 1,389 1,573

Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions (*2) tCO²e 5,943 5,629 5,920

Energy Consumption

Direct energy consumption N㎥ 753,443 627,025 709,990

Natural gas N㎥ 751,803 625,575 708,442

LPG N㎥ 1,640 1,450 1,548

Indirect energy consumption kWh 13,572,126 12,073,120 12,696,516

Electric energy kWh 13,572,126 12,073,120 12,696,516

Water Use

Water use ㎥ 62,989 48,431 48,866

Water use intensity (*1)
㎥/

KRW 1 billion 150 131 126

Municipal water ㎥ 50,632 39,574 40,876

Groundwater ㎥ 12,357 8,857 7,990

Waste and Recycling

Waste disposal Tons 870 789 819

Waste intensity (*1)
tons/

KRW 1 billion 2.1 2.1 2.1

Household waste Tons 725 683 726

Designated waste Tons 146 106 93

Classification Unit 2018 2019 2020

Total Environmental Cost

Total environmental cost (*3) KRW million 187 194 202

Consignment expenses for waste treatment KRW million 153 148 155

Education/training expenses (*4) KRW million 0.5 0.5 0.3

Charged/imposed amount (*5) KRW million 27 38 40

Other expenses (*6) KRW million 7 8 6

Non-compliance with Environmental Laws and Regulations

Number of legal violations cases 1 1 -

Amount of environment-related fines KRW million - 2 -

(*1) Intensity by type is the volume of emissions divided by the total manufacturing cost for the period
(*2)  GHG emissions were calculated in accordance with the guideline on the reporting and certification of the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Scheme (Ministry of Trade, 

Industry and Energy Notification No. 2021-17)
(*3) Amount excludes green purchasing and the purchase of the GHG permit
(*4) Educational programs on the remuneration of environmental engineers, hazardous substances, etc.
(*5) Waste disposal charge of the Korea Environment Corporation
(*6) Premium for environmental liability insurance

* Data subjects: TYM headquarters and two domestic factories (Iksan, Jincheon)
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Associations

Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry

The Federation of Korean Industries

Gwangju Employers Federation

Chungbuk Employers Federation

Federation of Middle Market Enterprises of Korea

Korea Listed Companies Association

Korea International Trade Association

Korea Customs Logistics Association

Korean Standards Association

Korea Industrial Technology Association

Korea Agricultural Machinery Industry Cooperative

The Korean Society of Tobacco Science

The Korea Heat Energy Engineers Association

Korea Electric Engineers Association

Korea Mechanical Construction
Contractors Association

Korea Industrial Safety Association

Korea Industrial Safety Association
Jeonbuk Branch

Fire Safety Management Institute for
Hazardous Substances in Iksan

Chungbuk Sejong
Environmental Preservation Association

Korea Fire Safety Institute
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Independent Assurance Statement

Limitations
The engagement excludes the sustainability management, performance and reporting practices of TYM’s subsidiaries except TYM, 
associated companies, Partners and any third-parties mentioned in the Report. We did not interview external stakeholders as part 
of this Assurance Engagement. Economic performance based on the financial data is cross-checked with internal documents, the 
audited consolidated financial statements and the announcement disclosed at the website of Korea Financial Supervisory Service 
(http://dart.fss.or.kr) as well as TYM’s website (www.tym.world). These documents, financial statements and the announcements are 
not included in this Assurance Engagement. Limited depth of evidence gathering including inquiry and analytical procedures and 
limited sampling at lower levels in the organization were applied. The baseline data for environmental and social performance are 
not verified, while the aggregated data at the corporate level are used for the verification. DNV expressly disclaims any liability or co-
responsibility for any decision a person or an entity may make based on this Assurance Statement.

Conclusion
On the basis of the work undertaken, nothing comes to our attention to suggest that the Report does not properly describe the 
adherence to the Reporting Principles for defining report content defined in GRI Standards 2020. Further opinions with regards to the 
adherence to the following Principles are made below;

Stakeholder Inclusiveness
TYM has identified internal and external stakeholder groups such as Customers, Employees, Partners, Shareholders/Creditor and 
Local community. TYM engages with the stakeholders at the company and business unit levels through various communication 
channels. The details of selected stakeholders, relevant issues and communication channels are described in the report. TYM 
expresses its commitment to the responsibilities of stakeholders through a CEO message. The assurance team expects that material 
topics of next reporting could be taken from the participation of various stakeholders.

Sustainability Context
TYM has established a ESG dedicated organization in 2021 to prepare a direction for sustainable management. Based on the ESG 
vision of ‘Innovative Legacy for the Next Generation’, TYM has set three ESG strategies and mid-and long-team goals of ‘Sustainable 
Products’, ‘Carbon Neutrality’ and ‘Supply Chain Management’ and introduces the direction of TYM’s sustainable management in 
aligned with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The assurance team recommends that TYM's ESG strategies and goals 
be explained in connection with social, economic, and environmental topics in the aspects of corporate value chain. In addition, we 
expect TYM could disclose the evaluation plan and progress of each ESG tasks in the future reporting.

Introduction
TYM Co., Ltd.(“TYM”) commissioned DNV Business Assurance Korea Ltd. (“DNV”), part of DNV Group, to undertake independent 
assurance of the ESG REPORT 2020 (the “Report”). The directors of TYM have the sole responsibility for the preparation of the Report. 
The responsibility of DNV in performing the assurance work is to the management of TYM in accordance with the terms of reference. 
DNV’s assurance engagements are based on the assumption that the data and information provided by the client to us as part of our 
review have been provided in good faith.

Scope and Basis of assurance
Based on non-financial data, sustainability activities and performance data of 2020 generated from TYM, we have evaluated the 
adherence to the Reporting Principles for defining report content set forth in the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) Sustainability 
Reporting Standards 2020 and assessed the quality of sustainability performance information. We have reviewed that the Topic-
specific disclosures of GRI Standards which are identified in the materiality assessment process;

No. Material Topics GRI Topic Specific Disclosure

1 Response to Climate Change 305-1, 305-2

2 Eco-friendly and Sustainable Products - (*1)

3 Health and Safety at Work 403-9

4 Contribution to Community Development and Corporate Citizenship Practices 413-1

5 Ethical Management and Compliance -

We performed our work using DNV’s assurance methodology VeriSustain™ (*2), which is based on our professional experience, interna-
tional assurance best practice including International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (ISAE 3000). We applied the limited 
level and assurance on reporting principles in the assurance engagement. The verification was carried out from May to June 2021. 
The site visits were made to TYM’s Head Office in Seoul. We undertook the following activities as part of the assurance process:

 •  challenged the sustainability-related statements and claims made in the Report and assessed the robustness of the underlying 
data management system, information flow and controls;

 •  interviewed representatives from the various departments;
 •  conducted document reviews, data sampling and interrogation of supporting databases and associated reporting systems as 

they relate to selected content and performance data;
 •  reviewed the materiality assessment report.

(*1) ‘-’means Non-GRI
(*2) The VeriSustain protocol is available upon request at DNV website. (www.dnv.com)
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Materiality
TYM has conducted the materiality assessment to prepare the Report. The relevant 26 issue pool has been derived by analysing the 
Material topics from the global sustainability initiatives and standards, benchmarking in the same industry, the analysis of internal 
and external ESG-related issues. Considering the impact on the company’s activities, stakeholders and society, economy and the 
environment, the issue pools are evaluated by the external expert and internal review and subsequently 5 prioritized issues are 
reported as Material topics. the Report helps readers understand TYM’s sustainability management by presenting management 
directions and related stakeholders for Material topics.

Completeness
TYM provides stakeholders with information on risks and opportunities, management strategies and 2020 performance and future 
implementation plan on material topics in terms of sustainability management during the reporting period. The reporting boundary 
is set to include sustainability activities and outcomes from domestic operation sites of TYM such as headquarters and factories (Iksan 
and Jincheon). The assurance team recommends that the performance results on material topics could be gradually disclosed in a 
complete manner in terms of the spatial and time boundaries.

Further opinions with the principles of report quality of GRI Standards as follows;

Report quality: Accuracy, Balance, Clarity, Comparability, Reliability and Timeliness
DNV has sampled data and tested accuracy and reliability. The assurance team interviewed the data owners and reviewed the data 
gathering process with the supporting documents and records. The depth of data verification is limited to the aggregated data 
level. Based on the test, the intentional error or misstatement is not noted from the data and information disclosed in the Report. 
Data owners were able to demonstrate the origin and interpretation of the data in a reliable manner. The data was identifiable 
and traceable. In addition, despite of the Report is the first sustainability report of TYM, the Report provides the last three years 
performance on material topics, which helps stakeholders understand the changes over years in organizational performance. TYM 
could issue the Report yearly to provides stakeholders with material sustainability information timely.

Competence and Independence
DNV applies its own management standards and compliance policies for quality control, in accordance with ISO/IEC 17021:2015 
- Conformity Assessment Requirements for bodies providing audit and certification of management systems, and accordingly 
maintains a comprehensive system of quality control, including documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with 
ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory requirements. We have complied with the DNV 
Code of Conduct3 during the assurance engagement and maintain independence where required by relevant ethical requirements. 
This engagement work was carried out by an independent team of sustainability assurance professionals. DNV was not involved 
in the preparation of statements or data included in the Report except for this Assurance Statement. DNV maintains complete 
impartiality toward stakeholders interviewed during the assurance process. DNV did not provide any services to TYM in 2021 that 
could compromise the independence or impartiality of our work.

October 2021
Seoul, Korea

Jang Sup Lee
Country Representative

DNV Business Assurance Korea Ltd.

Independent Assurance Statement
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Reporting Standards

Topic No. Standards Page Remarks

Organizational
Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 2

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 5~8 TYM’s filter business 
excluded

102-3 Location of headquarters 9

102-4 Location of operations 9

102-5 Ownership and legal form 46~48

102-6 Markets served 9

102-7 Scale of the organization 5

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 51~52

102-9 Supply chain 40~41

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain N/A

102-11 Precautionary principle or approach 49

102-12
List of externally developed economic, environmental, and social 
charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organization 
subscribes, or it endorses

22

102-13 List of the main memberships in industry or other associations 
and national or international advocacy organizations 54

Strategy 102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 4

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 20

Ethics and
Integrity 102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior Corporate 

philosophy Website

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 45

Topic No. Standards Page Remarks

Governance 102-18 Governance structure 46~48

102-19 Delegating authority 48

102-22 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees 48

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 47

102-24 Nomination and selection of the highest governance body 46, 48

Stakeholder
Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization 23

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 51~52

102-42 Identification and selection of stakeholders 23

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 23

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised through stakeholder engagement 23

Reporting
Practice 102-45 List of all entities included in the organization’s consolidated 

financial statements 5

102-46 Definition of report content and topic boundaries 20~21

102-47 List of material topics 20

102-48 Effect of any restatements of information given in previous 
reports, and the reasons for such restatements N/A

102-49 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the list of 
material topics and topic boundaries N/A

102-50 Reporting period 2

102-51 Date of most recent report N/A

102-52 Reporting cycle 2

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 2

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 2

102-55 GRI content index 57~58

102-56 External assurance 55~56

GRI Index
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Topic No. Standards Page Remarks

Economic 
Performance

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 8, 53

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans Refer to TYM Business 
Report

Indirect
Economic 
Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported 35, 42, 43

Anti-
competitive
Behavior

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and 
monopoly practices No violations

Energy 302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 53

302-3 Energy intensity 53

Water 303-1 Water withdrawal by source 53

Emissions and 
Disposal 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 27, 53

Not separately 
classified by GHG 
source

305-2 Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 27, 53
Not separately 
classified by GHG 
source

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 30, 53

306-4 Transport of hazardous waste 30

Environmental 
Compliance 307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 53

Employment 401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 51

401-3 Parental leave 52

Topic No. Standards Page Remarks

Occupational 
Health
and Safety

403-1 Occupational health and safety management system 33

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation 33

403-3 Occupational health services 35

403-4 Worker participation, consultation, and communication on 
occupational health and safety 34

403-5 Worker training on occupational health and safety 34, 39

403-6 Description of any health promotion programs offered to workers 39

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety 
impacts directly linked by business relationships 34, 35

403-9 Work-related injuries 34, 52 Partners excluded

Diversity and
Equal 
Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 47, 48

Freedom of
Association 
and Collective 
Bargaining

407-1

Measures taken by the organization intended to support rights 
to exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining 
of operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of 
association and collective bargaining may be at risk

37

Human Rights 
Assessment 412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or procedures 37

Local 
Communities 413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact 

assessments, and development programs 42~43

Public Policy 415-1 Political contributions 52

Customer
Health
and Safety

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and 
service categories 35

Marketing
and Labeling 417-1 Requirements for product and service information and labeling 35~36

Customer 
Privacy 418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer 

privacy and losses of customer data 52

Reporting Standards

GRI Index
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